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Same Way I Do
John Mellencamp

John Mellencamp
The Same Way I Do
Written by - John Mellencamp
From - Cuttin  Heads

no one had this tabbed out which i dont know why they wouldnt, this is a great
song i
dont know the solo but it sounds like he uses a slide if that helps any and if
you want
to, i do, use a capo on the 3rd fret, it changes the G and C into open string
chords
which makes it sound better but for those w/out a capo, here are the chords
played in the
song, pretty easy

chords:
   G  C  D# D  F
e--3--3--x--x--x-------
b--3--3--x--x--x-------
g--3--5--8--7--10------
d--5--5--8--7--10------
a--5--3--6--5--8-------
e--3--x--x--x--x-------

intro: G

G
Before you go to sleep

And close your eyes
C
I d like to kiss you

One more time
G
Touch your lips

Perhaps your soul
C
I ll be still and say no more
D#		   D 		       G
Oh, tell me do you feel the same way I do

 
G
Well the night was sweet



You filled the air
C
Your gentle hands touched me everywhere
G
I don t want this moment to end
C
I m afraid that we can t find it again
D#		   D			 G
Oh, tell me do you feel the same way I do

C	  D
How can I trust my feelings
F		   D
In a moment that s always changing
D#	       D                   G
Tell me do you feel the same way I do

The same way I do

solo:play same chords as a verse

D#	       D                   G
Tell me do you feel the same way I do

The same way I do

G
The fragile bond

Between us here
C
Would take to build, a thousand years
G
Before you close your eyes

Just one more kiss
C
A million years before we feel like this
D#		   D			 G
Oh, tell me do you feel the same way I do
D#		   D			 G
Oh, tell me do you feel the same way I do

 

C	  D
How can I trust my feelings
F		   D
In a moment that s always changing
D#	       D                   G



Tell me do you feel the same way I do

The same way I do

 
D#	    D
Hey, do you feel
D#	     D
Yeah, do you feel
D#          D
Hey, do you feel
		 G
The same way I do


